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2355-1-12

16:00:13  1) view from boat of men on dredge in canal, autos across bridge           (S) Florida: 20s -2-
-16:00:49                                                                                                                          [also see below
                                                                                                                                         16:44:58-16:46:47]

16:00:52  2) autos along street with palm trees                                                         (N) Autos: 1926
-16:01:03

16:01:06  3) two men in early auto on road out West, men buying goods in store,   (S) Highways
-16:02:46     autos on roads, autos in town                                                                       [also see below
                                                                                                                                         16:49:48-16:50:20]

16:02:50  4) auto pulling up then chauffeur opening door and wealthy man            (N) Autos: Wealthy
-16:04:02     getting out from back of auto, various views of people getting in
                    and out of autos some with palm trees in background  <feature clips>

16:04:06  5) pit stop, crew changing tire during pit stop, crew repairing tire,           (N) Sports: Auto
-16:09:17     man writing on paper coming out of machine, CSs drivers and                 Indianapolis -4-
                    engines, racing action, views of crowd, tools on bench in pit,
                    driver in auto coming off of track  <some decomp>

16:09:20  6) RUSHES - “Special Effects Department Focus Chart”, man in            (N) Sports: Auto
-16:14:00     front of auto holding slate, POV from camera mounted on back                Racing -
                    of auto of other autos during race  [Warner Brothers]                                 Indianapolis -4-

16:14:03  7) views of Teddy Tetzlaff and another man in auto at race track             (N) Sports: Auto
-16:14:49     being congratulated after breaking world’s record on Indianapolis            Racing
                    Speedway by twelve men one of whom is holding still camera /                Indianapolis -5-
                    ‘Billy’ Carlson with another man wearing goggles above their eyes
                    pulling up in auto #25 at race track and being congratulated after
                    race on Indianapolis Speedway by two men one of whom is smoking
                    a pipe  <some scratches>
                    [Essanay]  [Maxwell Motor Co. Inc.]  <intertitles>

16:14:51  8) crowd watching marching band on race track, racing action, George   (N) Sports: Auto
-16:16:50     Souders winning race, driver in auto #32 pulling off track and being         Racing -
                    surrounded by people, MCS driver in auto talking with people                  Indianapolis -5-
                    surrounding him, people sleeping in tents and in autos before
                    race  (1927)

1X87 -2-
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16:16:53  9) woman sitting and laying on beach beneath large umbrella,                 (N) Beaches -3-
-16:17:06    bathing beauty contestants parading near swimming pool with
                   man and movie camera on roof in background

16:17:09  10) male and female divers attempting to reach balloons at end of           (N) G-754
-16:18:33     greased diving pole and falling into swimming pool as crowd looks         [section]
                    on in Miami Beach, one man falling off in SLOW MOTION /
                    men sailing in small sailing crafts at City Island, New York /
                    LS horses coming around final turn of horse race with crowd in
                    foreground  (1920s)  [Grantland Rice Sportlight - Pathepicture]

16:18:37  11) man wearing goggles getting out of auto and taking crank out of      (N) Autos:
-16:19:10     container in auto, exhaust coming out of back of auto after having            Pre 1910
                    been started by man, front end of auto vibrating, man getting in                [also more
                    auto and driving away for “Sunday Drive” in country with family             complete on 1C15
                                                                                                                                         02:49:25-02:50:12]
                                                                                                                                         [also on 1X93
                                                                                                                                         10:38:27-10:39:01]

16:19:14  12) woman on terrace looking out at ships in water, AERIALS of           (N) Sports: Boats -
-16:29:16     mansions and boat racing, spectators, boat racing action, bi-plane             Motor Racing -
                    <some rolling frame lines>                                                                          Miami, Fl. 1924-5

2355-2-16

16:29:19  1) people in lobby of hotel                                                                         (N) Florida: 1916
16:29:31      many young men diving into ocean from low and medium height
                    diving boards on pier
16:30:04      houses with trees and autos in front, Miami Beach street scene,
                    Casino, men putting on golf green, men playing checkers, boats,
-16:32:22     sunset, palm trees  <some decomp>

16:32:25  2) quick view of woman and men by seaplane, early beach AERIALS    (N) Florida: 1916
-16:33:54     <upside down?> , bi-plane landing on water then man and woman
                    getting out and walking on board to land

1X87 -3-

16:33:56  5) “Florida Plumes Herself To Lure Winter Throngs”                              (N) Florida -1-
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16:34:08      - views of boat races with Biltmore Hotel in background,                          [also see below
                    high diving                                                                                                  16:35:26-16:37:33]
16:34:41      woman teeing off on golf course with gallery in background,
                    gallery walking down fairway, woman putting on practice green

16:34:53      auto racing against time on beach with crowd watching                             [also below
-16:35:08     (1931)  [Kinograms]                                                                                   16:37:04-16:37:19]

16:35:09  6) beach scenes on Miami Beach, CS two bathing beauties on beach      (N) Florida -1-
-16:35:25

                7)                                                                                                                (N) Florida: 1920s
                                                                                                                                          -1-

16:35:26      views of boat racing with Biltmore Hotel in background,                           [also above
                    high diving, woman teeing off on golf course with gallery in                    16:34:17-16:34:53]
                    background, gallery walking down fairway, woman putting on
                    practice green

16:36:04      old people dancing,, CS old man with beard moving his mouth up and
                    down, water skiing, view from blimp of fashion show, bathing beauties

16:37:04      auto racing against time on beach with crowd watching                             [also above
                                                                                                                                         16:34:53-16:35:08]

16:37:21      flamingos  (1925)
-16:37:33

16:37:33  8) “Rich, But They Play Like Other Children - Palm Beach, Fla”            (N) Florida: 1920s
-16:38:31     views of society children playing on private beach - beach scene              -1-
                    with 2-stack liner on ocean in background, children and woman
                    sitting on sand, some children in water, girl digging in sand,
                    children on swings, twin boys holding hands while walking on
                    beach and into water, dog chasing ball into water, twins playing
                    with ball in water, lifeguard holding baby girl, girl wearing hat
                    looking up while seated on sand  (1926)  [Kinograms]

16:38:35  9) Biltmore Hotel in Miami with gondolas in foreground, couples           (N) Florida: 1920s
-16:40:27     dancing outdoors, flappers dancing on beach, black men cutting               -2-
                    coconuts with long knives while sitting on sand in front of flappers          [also on 1X25
                                                                                                                                         19:46:03-19:48:00]

1X87 -4-

16:40:28  10) dock, boat, shoreline, autos driving by dredges, MLS factory?,         (N) Florida: With
-16:45:41     men handling sponges?, pelicans, houses, boat on canal                            Dredge Equipment
                                                                                                                                          (1926)
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16:45:42  11) autos along bridge, dredge in water, statue, house                              (N) Florida: With
-16:46:48                                                                                                                          Dredge Equipment
                                                                                                                                          (1926)
                                                                                                                                          [also see above
                                                                                                                                         16:00:13-16:00:48]

16:46:51  12) views of auto racing on beach, CS driver i auto smoking cigarette,   (N) 3826
-16:49:46     racing action with crowd watching, “The Hurricane” written on
                    side of one auto, two men undoing lock on railway car, street
                    scene with truck, many people with autos lined up along track
                    with ocean in background, official standing in moving auto with
                    megaphone

16:49:48  13) men loading goods from store into auto, auto driving into gas           (N) Autos: Teens -2-
-16:50:58     station the driving off, autos along Lincoln Highway in Nebraska             [also see above
                    (ca. 1919)  [Metro Pictures]                                                                         16:01:06-16:02:46]

16:50:59  14) “Drivers Cover Selves With Glory And Dust - Banning, Cal.”          (N) Sports: Auto
-16:52:05     - dirt track racing action  [Kinograms]                                                        Racing - Neg.
                                                                                                                                          (1915-1920s)
                                                                                                                                          [FA section]

16:52:07  15) crowd around driver in racing auto, men carrying wounded driver    (N) Sports: Auto
-16:53:03     away from accident site, overturned auto, racing action                             Racing - Neg.
                                                                                                                                          (1915-1920s)
                                                                                                                                          [section]

16:53:05  16) racing autos driving by on track one after the other at slow speed,     (N) Sports: Auto
-16:55:19     man pushing racing auto on track, autos and officials lined up                   Racing
                    for beginning of race with African-American man walking by                   Indianapolis c. 1911
                    in foreground, racing action, man falling out of auto onto track                 Neg -2-
                    during race, overturned auto and driver being carried away from
                    damaged auto with crowd milling around

16:55:21  14) LA MCS man waving flag to begin race, racing action, auto             (N) Sports: Auto
-16:55:46     jumping over railing, man during race jumping from track into                 Racing - Neg.
                    moving auto while being hit by out of control auto from behind,               1915-1920s
                    after being knocked to the pavement man quickly jumping up                   [SA section]
                    and running off track  [Kinograms]

1X87 -5-

2355-5-3

16:55:48  1) palm trees, autos parked outside hotel, many children sitting on          (S) Florida: 30s
-16:56:33     edge of swimming pool, people at table near water’s edge,                        [sound-narration]
                    beach club, house                                                                                         [also silent
                                                                                                                                         on 1X88
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                                                                                                                                         17:11:58-17:12:43]

16:56:35  2) autos racing on dirt road, one auto hitting another                                (N) Sports: Auto
-16:56:47                                                                                                                          Racing - Road
                                                                                                                                          [sound]

16:56:50  3) victory of “Reliance” over Thomas Lipton’s “Shamrock III”               (N) Compilations:
                    (1903) - sailboats <scratches> / power boat racing with some                    Today &
                    boats turning over in water <scratches> / men on big wheeled                   Yesterday R-2
                    bicycles and bicycle built for two <scratches> / auto racing action            [sound-music]
                    - auto skidding and turning over, another auto crashing over fence            [section]
                    but remaining off the track right side up <scratches> / many men
                    with much vigor pumping fire hose, water coming out of hose,
                    views from and of fire engine through city streets on way to fire

16:59:51      “...In 1929 This Country Welcomed With Open Arms The Giant Liner     [also see 1H37
                    ‘Bremen’. The Great Vessel Leaving Bremerhaven.” - views of 2-stack    04:14:37-04:15:51]
                    liner in port with many people on dock waving, “Arriving At New
                    York After A Record-Breaking Crossing Of The Atlantic - 4 Days And
                    17 Hours!” - AERIALS of ship with tug boats, MCS CIRCULAR AERIAL
                    of liner with smoke coming out one stack, “A Spectacular Reception As
                    The Craft Docked.” - views of ship arriving at pier with crown on dock
17:01:06      “Considerably Different From Robert Fulton’s Chugging ‘Clermont’ of
                    1807! - From The Cosmopolitan? Production Little Old New York”
-17:01:51     - views of steam ship along Hudson River


